HINDUSTAN PETROLEUM CORPORATION LIMITED

SECUNDERABAD TERMINAL
Workshop On Electrical Safety Awareness & CEA Safety
Regulations”
As part of Knowledge Sharing & Improvement in Electrical Safety, HPCL

“Workshop On
Electrical Safety Awareness & CEA Safety Regulations” by Shri M
Secunderabad Terminal has taken initiative in organising

Rama Krishna, Dy. Director, RIO, CEA-Chennai on 02-03-2019.

Participants of the Workshop are from various dept. of HPCL like Terminal, Pipeline,
QC Lab, Other OMC’s Like IOCL, BPCL, Electrical Contractors and Electricians etc.
Total participants in the workshop are 34 members.
The workshop The Workshop was inaugurated by Shri D Rama Rao, DGM-Installation,
STL which was followed by talks on Safety, various case studies of electrical accident
and he impressed the crowd by acknowledging this Workshop is first of its kind of
Initiative by Oil Installations with guidance of CEA, Govt.of India. He thanked Shri M
Ramakrishna for accepting the invitation and his participation

Shri D Rama Rao, DGM-Installation has formally invited the Chief Guest of the
Workshop.

Shri M Rama Krishna, Dy. Director, RIO, CEA-Chennai is the Chief Guest cum faculty of
day. He thanked all the participants for their interest and commitment towards
imbibing safety culture at their Installation.
During the workshop, he has presented the statistics of Electrical Accidents, Loss of
Human/Animal life, case studies and learnings from the accidents. Later he presented
all the important rules of CEA regulation and its compliances. He stressed upon the
importance of regular inspections, Electrical Safety officer roles, various FORMS
/RULES/ PROCEDURES for Installation of New Electrical Equipment, Modification of
Equipment’s. During the presentation he shown the real videos of Electrical Accidents
where human lives lost due to improper maintenance and noncompliance to Electrical
Standards. He also stressed upon the minimum clearance of overhead lines basing
upon the voltage Levels.
Members present in the session expressed their experiences and get clarified their
queries on various critical regulations and compliances.
Shri Ramakrishna praised that Petroleum Industry is only Industry which maintain their
electrical facilities at high standards and also in complying to regular internal and
external inspections.
The event was followed by a Vote of Thanks to Shri M Ramakrishna for extending his
support and for enlighten the group.

Terminal Visit:
Shri M Ramakrishna Dy. Director, RIO, CEA-Chennai had made the Terminal Visit
and visited all critical areas like Tank Farm, Electrical Substation, DG Yard,
Transformer Yard etc. He also inspected the new DG-750 kVA which is ready for
commissioning as part of CEA Inspections.
He has appricated all the facilities of the Terminal with the below feedback.
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